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Abstract 

The effectiveness of international economic integration agreements depend on the willingness of 

the signing states to respect them and act accordingly, since they entail limitations on 

sovereignty of states and there is no global executive organ, which will implement them. The 

other factor can be the design of the agreement in which it considers and protects the national 

interest of the signing state. 

In order to identify the main causes of non-enforcement of COMESA merger regulations or 

conflict of jurisdictions over merger review in the region between the COMESA Competition 

Commission (CCC) and National Competition Authorities (NCA) of the member states 

specifically that of Ethiopia, different sources of data are consulted. The research mainly 

focused on analysis of legal documents like COMESA treaty, competition rule, competition 

regulation, merger assessment guidelines, Vienna convention on laws of treaty 1969, FDRE 

constitution, Proclamation No. 3/1995, Proclamation No 25/1988, Proclamation No. 1024/2017, 

Proclamation No. 813/2013, and Merger Directive No. 1/2016. In addition to this review of 

relevant literatures, which are related to the above legislations, are also conducted. Accordingly, 

the research is doctrinal legal research.  

Based on these data the study has found the reason for which Ethiopia hesitated to accept the 

jurisdiction of the CCC. These are the claim that international agreements to be enforceable in 

the country needs to pass through ratification process and the COMESA merger regulations are 

not ratified except that the treaty provides for their automatic enforcement; and the ambiguity of 

the provision Art 3 of the COMESA regulation which provides for the jurisdiction of the CCC as 

primary jurisdiction. This is not clear whether it says exclusive jurisdiction or some kind of 

jurisdiction, which reviews the case primarily and then another organ will involve. 

 In addition to these, the design of the regulations in a ‘one size fits all’ approach in which it 

failed to accommodate the national interest of the country; absence of effective referral process; 

and absence of coordination and ‘one stop shop’ review system and the like are main challenges. 

Finally, this research recommends appropriate ways to overcome the challenges of double or 

multiple jurisdictions over merger review in COMESA region. These are strengthening the one-

stop-shop review system and referral of the review to NCA when it is needed.  
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 1 

CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1. Background of the Study 
In the era of globalization and the increased zeal of human being to focus on personal gains, it is 

a necessity for individual states to cooperate in order to protect their national interests and the 

welfare of their people.  

The need to cooperate created many international organizations in political, social, and economic 

fields. All are meant for ensuring peace and wellbeing of global community, which individual 

states cannot fulfill short of cooperation among themselves. 

However, these cooperation agreements will be effective only when the signing states are willing 

to respect and act accordingly, since they entail limitation on sovereignty of states and there is no 

global executive, which will implement them.  

Most of the time problems arise when states agreed on the content of the treaty and failed to 

implement it in their jurisdiction, sometimes when there is a conflict between the international 

treaty and the national law of the signing state. Even though the national law cannot be a defense 

against international treaty
1
, there are some implementation problems related to this. 

Other problem for non-enforceability of treaties is the absence of universally accepted way of 

giving legal force to treaties for individual states.
2
 In some jurisdictions treaties come into effect 

up on signature, while in others there is a requirement of ratification after signature.
3
 

However, the main problem still alive intact is the issue of regulations, directives, protocols, 

rules, and resolutions passed by the organ which have a duty to enforce a treaty. The legal force 

of accessory treaties or rules enacted for the implementation of the main treaty is not clearly 

indicated even in UN Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, 1969.  

It may be argued that since signatory states signed the main treaty, they are duty bound to accept 

rules, which are meant to implement the treaty, without requiring for further signature or 

ratification process. On the other hand, there is a position held by many countries, which says, 

                                                             
1 See Art 27 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of treaty, 1969 
2Malcom N. Shaw, International Law, (6thed 2008), P. 908  
3 Id, P. 910 
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since states are sovereign and have their own way of giving legal force to international 

agreements, they must ensure that these rules and regulations passed in legal processes of giving 

legal force to international agreements. This type of defense is raised even when states are 

explicitly agreed in the main treaty to give automatic legal force to regulations, which will be 

issued for the implementation of the treaty.
4
 

When we look at the ways international treaties become effective on the signing states, the 

Vienna convention on law of treaty 1969, provides that states are duty bound to abide to the 

provisions of treaties they have signed. The performance of the treaty obligation is required to be 

made in good faith and no defense will be raised against it, even the national law of the county, 

except in some cases as provided in the treaty.
5
 

In order to respect the treaty, states must give their consent in advance. According to Vienna 

Convention on laws of treaty, consent to be bound by the treaty is given in different ways. As 

provided under Art 11 of the document, consent to be bound by a treaty may be expressed by 

signature, exchange of instruments constituting a treaty, ratification, acceptance, approval or 

accession, or by any other means if so agreed. When a state expressed its consent to be bound by 

the treaty by one of the above ways, there will be no ground to deviate from its provisions. 

Additionally, the ways of giving consent to the treaty listed above are not exhaustive and there 

might be any other way of expressing the interest to be bound by the treaty.
6
 

 

The main concern of this research will be on one regional economic integration treaty 

organization and the legal force of regulations issued under this treaty based on the main 

agreement. It is Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA). 

COMESA is one of the international economic cooperation organizations, which was formed for 

marking a new stage in the process of economic integration and the consolidation of economic 

co-operation through the implementation of common policies and programmes aimed at 

achieving sustainable growth and development as indicated in the preamble of the treaty. It is a 

successor of Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern African States (PTA), which was 

                                                             
4 Interview, with Ethiopian Trade Competition and Consumer Protection Authority, Merger Directorate, Director 

September 18, 2019 at the head office, 
5 See Arts. 26, 27, and 46 of the UN Vienna Convention on Law of Treaties, 1969 
6 Supra Note 2 p. 902 
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established in 1981. PTA provides under Art 29 for the establishment of COMESA for the 

purpose creating economic integration and achieving sustainable growth and development.
7
 

One of the main purposes of COMESA treaty was regulating trade competition in the common 

market area. In order to achieve this goal it has established a COMESA Competition 

Commission (CCC) and enacted a rule, COMESA Competition rule and COMESA competition 

regulations in 2004. The main issues covered by the rules are trade competition, merger 

regulation, and consumer protection.
8
 In relation to merger, this rule provides about the 

jurisdiction of the commission, type and nature of notifiable merger transactions, merger 

notification thresholds, merger notification fees, and penalties for non-compliance with the rules. 

The rule has been amended for three times.
9
 These amendments were made in relation to merger 

notification fees and monetary penalties in 2012; and in relation to a definition of acquiring firm, 

working language of the common market, and the process and fees of merger notification filing 

in 2014. Additionally, in relation to merger notification threshold, calculation and determination 

of annual turnover, and valuation and determination of assets, which explicitly repeal the 2012 

amendment, in 2015. 

In addition to the regulation, the commission also prepared a COMESA merger guideline in 

2013. The main purpose of the guideline was to define what constitutes merger transaction, the 

process of merger notification, the merger review process, and issues to be taken into account by 

the merger-reviewing organ, and the possible effects of merger review.
10

 

Nevertheless, these rules, regulations, and guidelines got no legal force in many member states to 

COMESA.
11

 These countries have signed the treaty, which established the common market, 

which again provides for the duty of member states to give legal force to regulations issued by 

                                                             
7 Marianne Wagener1 and Candice Upfold, Regional competition regimes: A comparative study of the COMESA 

Competition Commission and the European Competition Commission,(pub. Year omitted) P. 2 
8 COMESA Competition Regulations, Official gazette of the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa, Vol. 

7 No. 12, Dec. 20, 2012 and the COMESA Competition Rules, 2004 
9Amendment to the Competition Rules of 2004, Official Gazette  of the  Common Market For Eastern  and Southern 

Africa (COMESA)  Volume 17 No. 14  20 November 2012;  Amendments to COMESA Competition Rules, 2004, 
The COMESA Competition (Amendment) Rules, 2014; and  Rules on the Determination of Merger Notification 

Thresholds and Method of Calculation, 2015 
10 See the whole provisions of the COMESA Merger Assessment Guidelines of 31st October 2014  
11The anti-trust source, Resolving Concerns with the COMESA Competition Law Regime (2 0 1 6) P. 5 available at 

www.antitrustsource.com 

http://www.antitrustsource.com/
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the council of ministers.
12

 In these countries, companies which undertake merger transaction are 

required to file merger notification to and get approval from all CCC and merger control 

authorities of the countries in which they operate.
13

 Ethiopia is one of the countries which needs 

national merger review in addition to the notification filed at COMESA level.
14

 One of the 

reasons for this on Ethiopian side is, the issue of ratification, since Ethiopian laws require 

ratification of international agreements before coming in to effect in the country. 

However, the COMESA treaty, to which Ethiopia is party, provides under Art 5(2) that member 

states to the common market are duty bound to confer upon the regulations of the Council the 

force of law and the necessary legal effect within their territory. Additionally, Art 10(2) of the 

same treaty provides that the regulations issued by the council of ministers of common market 

are binding on all member states in their entirety. Having this, the COMESA competition 

regulation provides that CCC have primary jurisdiction on merger transactions which have 

regional dimension. Merger transactions, which fall under the jurisdiction of the CCC, will have 

no legal effect unless reviewed and approved by the commission.  

Even though the word primary jurisdiction is not clear as to whether it says exclusive jurisdiction 

or some ordinal level the commission has compared to local jurisdiction of the member states, 

the CCC based on the regulations claims to have exclusive jurisdiction over economic activities 

undertaken in the common market, which includes merger transactions. In addition to these 

sections 5.23 up to 5.30 of the COMESA merger assessment guideline and Articles 24(8) and 

24(9) of the COMESA merger regulations provides that a Member State may request the 

Commission to refer a merger to its competent authority for review according to such state‘s 

national competition law. This is made if such state is satisfied that, if the merger carried out, it 

is likely to disproportionately reduce competition to a material extent in such state or in any part 

of it.  

 

 

                                                             
12 See Arts 5(2), 10(2) and 9 of the Treaty Establishing Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa, 1994, 

(council of ministers of the COMESA is formed by ministers who may designated by member states.) 
13 Watson, Farley, and Williams, Corporate and Competition Briefing, (2013), P. 2 
14 Supra Note, 5  
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Merger transactions, which are subject to CCC jurisdiction, in this case are, where one or both of 

the acquiring firm and the target firm operate in two or more Member States. In addition, where 

the combined annual turnover or combined value of assets, whichever is higher, in the common 

market of all parties to a merger equals or exceeds COM$
15

 50 million.
16

 Merger is defined as 

the acquisition of controlling interest in one business organization by another business 

organization.
17

  

When we came to the case of Ethiopia, the laws provide that treaties are integral part of the 

national law when they are ratified by the house of people‘s representative and proclaimed in the 

federal negarit gazette. However, the law is silent on the legal status of these accessory treaties.
18

 

This created many challenges in undertaking merger transactions undertaken in the region to 

which Ethiopia is involved. 

For instance, there is a case between Ethiopian trade competition and consumer protection 

authority and Ambo mineral water and East African bottling jointly, which is a typical case in 

this respect. This case will be part of analysis in this research. There are also many cases, which 

pass through double notification such as JTI versus Ethiopian National Tobacco Enterprise, Total 

versus Maersk Oil, etc
19

  

 

 

 

 

  

                                                             
15 COMESA dollar (COM $) is equal to (is) US Dollar as the commission (CCC) is using it in determination of 

merger transactions. 
16 See Art 23(3) COMESA Competition Regulations, Official Gazette of the Common Market for Eastern and 
Southern Africa, Vol. 7 No. 12, Dec. 20, 2012 
17 See Art 23(1) of the COMESA competition regulations which defines merger as  

―……. the direct or indirect acquisition or establishment of a controlling interest by one or more persons in 

the whole or part of the business of a competitor, supplier, customer or other person whether that 

controlling interest is achieved as a result of:  

(a) the purchase or lease of the shares or assets of a competitor, supplier, customer or other person;  

(b) the amalgamation or combination with a competitor, supplier, customer or other person; or  

(c) any means other than as specified in sub-paragraph (a) or (b).‖ 
18 International Agreements Making and Ratification Procedure Proclamation 2017 Proc. No.1024, Federal 

NegaritGazeta, 23rd Year, No.55; Art 9 or The Constitution of Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, 1995, 

Proc. No. 1, Federal Negarit Gazeta; Art 3 of The Federal Negarit Gazeta Establishment Proclamation 1995, Proc. 

No. 3, Federal Negarit Gazeta, The Ethiopian Treaty Making Proclamation, 1988, Proc. No 25, NegaritGazeta, 

19 CCC decision, case No. CCC/MER/01/04/2018 October 4, 2018, Johannesburg, South Africa,  
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2. Statement of the Problem 
International treaties are effective on states when they gave their consent to be bound by the 

agreements. After they have consented to the provisions of the treaty they cannot deviate from its 

rules until it is expired or terminated or become ineffective in any other way. However, we 

witness countries hesitating to implement the treaty as they agreed for different reasons. This in 

turn may cause lack of trust on one another and negatively affects the credibility of treaties in 

regulating international affairs. 

One of these types of problems we are facing today in eastern and southern Africa is the 

inapplicability of COMESA treaty in member states as agreed.  The treaty provides that 

regulations will be issued for the implementation of the treaty and member states will give legal 

force to the regulations in their entirety. However, even though it has signed the treaty, Ethiopia 

is claiming that the regulations will not have legal force unless they are ratified by the House of 

Peoples‘ Representatives. This position violates Arts 5(2) and 10(2) of the COMESA treaty. 

Accordingly, Ethiopia is enforcing its own law on merger transactions even when it has regional 

dimension only by the mere fact that the merger will have effect in Ethiopia. The COMESA 

competition regulations also claim that mergers, which have regional dimension, will not have 

legal effect unless notified to and reviewed by the CCC. Because of this, business organizations, 

which undertake merger transactions in the region and partly in Ethiopia, are required to file 

merger notification at CCC and Ethiopian Trade Competition and Consumer Protection 

Authority (TCCPA), Merger Directorate.  

Due to this business organizations which undertake merger transaction in this region face 

different challenges. These are high cost of merger review in which the merger notification fee at 

COMESA level is set at 0.5% or US $500,000 or whichever is lower of the combined annual 

turnover or combined value of assets in the Common Market, whichever is higher, while it is not 

clear on the part of Ethiopia. For notification to the Ethiopian, trade competition and consumer 

protection merger directorate. In addition to this they may incur different costs such as 

transportation cost and costs of hiring experts for consultancy. The other problem is that it takes 

longer time to review the merger transaction at both COMESA and national level. It takes 

minimum of 120 days at COMESA level for determination of whether the merger has negative 

effect on market competition or not exclusive of time consumed by pre-notification consultation 
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and acceptance of comfort letter, which accounts for minimum of 51 days of delay.
20

 On the 

other hand, it takes at least 45 days in Ethiopia as provided under Art 20 of merger directive of 

Ethiopia No 1/2016. Generally the review process will take about 210 days unless it is made 

simultaneously, which is also double costs if the merger transaction is rejected by one of the 

reviewing bodies.  

The other problem is that different decisions may be given from different reviewing bodies. One 

reviewing body may approve the merger, while the other may approve it up on conditions, and 

the other may totally prohibit it, since there is a possibility of being under multiple reviewing 

bodies and the legal outcome of the merger review is necessarily one of the three.
21

 

This highly discourages the business transaction among business organizations in the region in 

general and in Ethiopia in particular, and hinder introduction of foreign investment through 

different forms like private equity financing and long-term joint venture. And this will be a great 

danger to the national economy in terms of attracting investment. 

The root cause of these problems is the silence of Ethiopian laws on the legal status of rules and 

regulations issued for the implementation of the treaties signed and ratified by the country. In 

addition to this, lack of harmony between the COMESA competition rules and regulation and the 

national merger regulation laws i.e COMESA merger assessment system is not accommodative 

of the national interest of the country.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
20See Section 4 and 6 of COMESA Merger Assessment Guidelines of 31st October 2014 
21 Section 6.1 of COMESA Merger Assessment Guidelines of 31st October 2014 
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3. Objectives of the Study 

3.1. Main Objective 
This research mainly identifies the challenges to enforceability of COMESA competition rules, 

regulations, and merger assessment guidelines in Ethiopia.  

3.2. Specific Objectives 

 Will identify relevant Ethiopian laws, which regulate trade competition with specific focus 

on merger review and whether the rule on ratification of international treaties applies on rules 

and regulations, issued for the implementation of the treaty already signed and ratified by 

Ethiopia. 

 Will investigate the nature of COMESA competition rules, regulations and merger guidelines 

and their applicability in Ethiopia  

 Will evaluate the implication of applying national laws on merger transactions which have 

regional dimension or which are subject to CCC jurisdiction and the effect of applying these 

regulations on the national interest of the country. 

4. Research Questions 

4.1. Main Question 
What are the challenges to enforcement of COMESA competition rules and regulations on 

merger review in Ethiopia? 

4.2. Specific Questions 
 What is the position of Ethiopian laws on jurisdiction of review of merger transactions which  

have regional  dimension and on enforcement of rules and regulations issued for the 

implementation of the treaty already signed and ratified by Ethiopia? 

 Do COMESA competition rules, regulations and merger guidelines are applicable in Ethiopia 

and what to be done for their enforceability if they are not?  

 What would be the implication of applying national laws on merger transactions, which have 

regional dimension or which are subject to CCC jurisdiction and what is the effect of 

applying these regulations on the national interest of the country? 
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5. Research Methods and Methodology 

5.1. Research Methodology 
This research mainly focuses on analysis of legal documents and literatures on the selected 

legislations and treaties. It may involve interviews in order to gather information on the 

interpretation of legal provisions and the practice on the merger notifications which have 

regional dimension in Ethiopia. Due to this, the research is a doctrinal legal research which will 

follow qualitative approach of data collection and analysis. 

5.2. Research Methods 
The research focuses on analysis of legal documents like COMESA treaty, COMESA 

competition rule 2004, COMESA competition regulation 2004, COMESA merger assessment 

guideline, 2013, Vienna convention on laws of treaty 1969. Additionally, it will analyze the 

FDRE constitution, Federal Negarit Gazeta Establishment Proclamation No. 3/1995, Ethiopian 

Treaty Making Proclamation No 25/1988 and No. 1024/2017, COMESA treaty Ratification 

Proclamation, Trade Competition and Consumer Protection Proclamation No. 813/2013, 

Ethiopian Trade Competition and Consumer Protection Authority Merger Directive No. 1/2016, 

and other relevant legislations. 

Based these legal documents books, journals, articles, conference papers, audio and video 

presentations, and online materials will be analyzed. 

6. Scope of the Study 
This research is limited to assessment of the legal force of COMESA competition rules, 

regulations, and merger assessment guidelines in Ethiopia and the pros and cons of applying 

them on national  interest of the country. Accordingly, it will review relevant Ethiopian laws on 

treaty making and also on trade competition regulation with special focus on merger regulation. 

Based on these legal documents, relevant literatures and practices will also be analyzed.  

7. Significance of the Study 
After the completion of the study, this research will have the following effects. 

It will make clear the issue of legal force of rules and regulations issued for the implementation 

of treaties, which Ethiopia has signed and ratified. As a result it will be helpful to those who deal 

with international treaties related to merger control in Ethiopia. This way it will be helpful to 

lawyers and businesspersons who deal with merger transaction within COMESA region 
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inclusive of Ethiopia, and to researchers, students, the CCC, and Ethiopian merger control 

authority. 

The study will also help to redesign the merger control system at both COMESA level and 

national level (in Ethiopia) by providing the way out for implementation of the merger regulation 

in line with the purpose of COMESA treaty. 

8. Organization of the Study 
This research is divided into five chapters. The first chapter covers the proposal part exclusive of 

the literature review. The second chapter deals with the merger regulation in Ethiopia. The third 

chapter deals with COMESA treaty and COMESA merger regulations, rules and guidelines in 

general and in Ethiopia in particular. Under this chapter, relevant provisions of COMESA treaty, 

COMESA competition regulations, COMESA Competition rules, and COMESA merger 

guidelines will be analyzed in relation to different literatures and practices. 

The fourth chapter will identify the implications of lack of legal force of COMESA treaty, rules, 

and regulations on Ethiopian national interest and the problems the implementation of these rules 

and regulations may entail. Finally, we have conclusions and recommendations under the fifth 

chapter. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

MERGER REGULATION IN ETHIOPIA 

2.1. Historical Development of Merger Control in Ethiopia 

In Ethiopia, we don‘t have a long history laws, which mainly focus on the regulation of trade 

competition and consumer protection. The law, which deals with trade competition was found in 

different legislations like commercial code of 1960; civil code of 1960 and the criminal code of 

the country until an attempt to consolidate it in a single legislation was made in 2003 by 

Proclamation No 329/2003.
22

 This proclamation is very brief enough to deal with all competition 

issues and it provides with a general terms what constitutes anti-competitive trade practices.
23

 

For instance, Art 6(1) of the proclamation provides as:- 

―No person may directly or indirectly enter into any written or oral agreement that restricts limits, impedes 

or in any other way harms free competition, in the process of production, supply, distribution or marketing 

of goods and services.‖ 

 

This provision is very general and it prohibits any act which stands against any free trade 

competition. Furthermore, the proclamation lists some activities as anti-competition under Art 

6(2) even though it is not clear whether it is giving an example of unfair competition or giving 

emphasis to some anti-competition practices as the aggressive one.
24

 Nevertheless, this part of 

the proclamation tries to maintain the generality of Art 6(1) in which the lists made under the 

subsequent Articles are not exhaustive. The generality or brevity of the proclamation extends to 

the extent of failure to provide about the merger regulation in an explicit way. It simply prohibits 

anti-competitive trade practices and establishes the supervising organ (the commission) 
25

  

The proclamation No. 239/2003 is replaced by proclamation No. 685/2010. The new 

proclamation goes further than the previous one in providing for merger regulation. It starts by 

                                                             
22 Alemayehu Fentaw,  Ethiopian Unfair Competition Law, The University of Oxford, Centre for Competition Law 

and Policy, P. 4 
23  Abebe Asamere etal, Competition Scenario In Ethiopia,  AHa Ethiopian Consumer protection Association (AHa 

ECoPA), 2006, P. 23 
24 Art 6(2) of Proclamation No 329/2003 provides the following agreements as anti-competitive 

(a) Agreements of jointly fixing prices; 
(b) Agreements-for collusive tendering as to determine market price; 

(c) Agreements as to market or consumer segmentation; 

(d) Agreements as to allocation by quota of production and sales; 

e) Concerted refusal to deal, sell and render services. 
25 Art 12 of the Trade Practice Proclamation, Proc. No. 329, 2003. Federal Negarit Gazeta, 9th year, No. 49 
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defining anti-competitive practices and further define merger under Art 16. Anti-Competitive or 

Acts Restricting Market Competition are defined under Art 2(18) of the proclamation.  

Merger is defined under this proclamation as the amalgamation or pooling the whole or part of 

their resources to carry on a certain business activity by two or more business organizations. 

These businesses are those, which have independent existence previously. Merger can also take 

place by directly or indirectly acquiring shares, securities, or assets of a business organization by 

a person or group of persons jointly or the business of another person through purchase or any 

other means
26

 

 

2.2. Definition of Merger the Current Law 
Merger takes place when two or more business organizations previously having independent 

existence amalgamate or when such business organizations pool the whole or part of their 

resources to carry on a certain business purpose. Directly or indirectly, acquiring shares, 

securities, or assets of a business organization by a person or group of persons can make it jointly 

or the business of another person through purchase or any other means also cause a merger. It 

will be prohibited where such person or group of persons could influence the decision-making in 

the affairs or in the administrative activities of a business organization or a business.
27

 

This proclamation provides for the submission of the notification to the merger control authority 

and empowers the authority to permit or prohibit the merger by checking out whether the merger 

cause or is likely to cause a significant restriction on competition or that eliminate competition in 

the relevant market. As an exception, the proclamation provides that the merger control authority 

may permit mergers even when they are likely to cause a significant restriction on competition or 

that eliminate competition in the relevant market. This happens when the applicant can justify 

the merger by proving that gains in this respect cannot be obtained without restricting 

competition and technology, efficiency and pro-competitive gains resulting from the merger 

outweigh its anticompetitive effects.
28

 In addition to this, the proclamation empowers the council 

                                                             
26 Art 16(1) and (2) of   Trade Practice and Consumers‘ Protection Proclamation, Proc. No. 685, 2010, Federal 

Negarit Gazeta, 16th year, No. 49 
27 art 9(3) of The Trade Competition and Consumer Protection, Proc, No. 813, 2013, Federal Negarit Gazeta, 20 th 

year, No. 28 

 
28 Art 11 of The Trade Competition and Consumer Protection, Proc, No. 813, 2013, Federal Negarit Gazeta, 20 th 

year, No. 28 
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of ministers to exempt some trade activities that are vital in facilitating economic development.
29

 

This proclamation is currently operational. It came into force with certain modification and it 

paves a way for progressive modernization of merger regulation through enactment of different 

regulations and directives.  

Five articles of the proclamation (9-13) are dedicated to merger regulation and the rest focus on 

other issues of trade competition and consumer protection.  

The proclamation, under Art 9(1), provides that no businessperson may enter into an agreement 

or arrangement of merger that causes or is likely to cause a significant adverse effect on trade 

competition. 

According to this provision, any merger transaction, which may cause significant adverse effect 

on trade competition, is prohibited. In this case, the trade competition and consumer protection 

authority measures the significance of the adverse effect of the merger transaction. For this 

purpose, the proclamation under Art 9(2) obliges merger dealers to notify to the authority and get 

approval before undertaking the transaction. This provision nullifies any merger agreement or 

arrangement, which takes effect without getting the approval from the authority. 

The term merger is defined under Art 9(3) of the proclamation as:-  

a) when two or more business organizations previously having independent existence amalgamate or 

when such business organizations pool the whole or part of their resources for the purpose of 

carrying on a certain commercial activity; or 

b) by directly or indirectly acquiring shares, securities or assets of a business organization or taking 

control of the management of the business of another person by a person or group of persons 
through purchase or any other means. 

 

2.3. Merger Control Organs in Ethiopia 
The independent government organ, which undertakes the duty of supervising and monitoring 

merger transaction, was established in 2013 by proclamation No 813/2013. This organ is called 

Trade Competition and Consumer Protection Authority (TCCPA). It deals with issues related to 

trade competition and consumer protection. Merger is one aspect of trade competition and it also 

related to protection of consumers, which is the other side of the coin of trade competition 

regulation. The authority has different sub organs under it and merger directorate is one of these 

organs. Merger directorate is an organ, which deals with merger related issues, and it is totally 

entrusted with merger review process, whenever director general of the authority upon 

                                                             
29  Id Art 4(2)  
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notification refers it to it. The authority has its head office at Addis Ababa and it can have branch 

office at other places as may be needed for the performance of its duties.
30

  

The authority have the powers and duties to take measures to increase market transparency; to 

receives and decides on merger notifications; to take administrative and civil measures against 

business persons or other persons on violation of the proclamation; and to establish relationship 

and cooperation with national, continental and international bodies having similar objectives 

among other things.
31

 

The authority has the judicial power on matters, which fall under its jurisdiction. Accordingly, it 

has a power to adjudicates, impose administrative and civil sanctions, and gets complainants 

compensated for damages they sustained as provided under Art 32 of the proclamation. In 

addition to this it has also appellate body which reviews the decision of the authority‘s judicial 

body. The decision of the appellate body is final and the appeal can only be made to the federal 

Supreme Court on questions of laws only as provided under Art 32 of the proclamation. 

2.4. Types of Merger Recognized Under Ethiopian Law 

Merger transaction can be classified in many ways depending on different criteria. Some of these 

are the relationship between the merging enterprises, the nature of market transaction, and the 

reason, which causes the merger to take place, the amount of capital or annual turnover of the 

merging enterprises. For instance, we have the following well-known classification of merger in 

the area
32

 Based on the relationship between the merging parties after the merger transaction is 

divided into three as a statutory merger, Consolidation, and acquisition. In case of statutory 

merger the merged (or target) company will cease to exist and absorbed into the acquirer. 

Consolidation takes place when two or more companies join to form an entirely new company, in 

which both the target and the acquirer cease to exist. Acquisition is when the acquirer increases 

its share in the target and neither of the companies cease to exist in this case. 

Based on the business relationship between the merging companies prior to merger, merger 

transactions can be classified in to five. These are horizontal merger, which is a merger of two 

                                                             
30 Art 27 of The Trade Competition and Consumer Protection, Proc, No. 813, 2013, Federal Negarit Gazeta, 20 th 

year, No. 28 
31 Id Art 30 
32 Georgi Petrov Kandilarov,  Government Intervention in Mergers and Acquisitions,  Master Thesis International 

Business Economics, 2015,  P. 33 
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competitors in the same market; vertical merger, a merger of companies which have 

complementary activities such as a buyer-seller relationship. And market-extension merger, a 

merger of two companies selling the same products in different markets; product-extension 

merger a merger of two companies selling different but related products in the same market; and 

conglomerate merger a when merging companies do not have a specific relationship and are 

usually in different lines of business.
33

 

Merger can also be classified based on the ways through which the merger is formed as friendly 

deal, when the board of the target firm agrees to the merger; and hostile takeover, when the deal 

is made directly with the shareholders excluding the board. 

In Ethiopia, classification of merger transaction was not dealt with until merger directive was 

introduced in 2016. The classifications of mergers introduced by this directive are:- 

1. Based on Economic Chain 

a) Horizontal merger:- ,this type of merger is a merger between/among competitors, which 

supply competing products at the same market level and in the same geographic market. 

b) Vertical merger:- a merger between businesses operating at different level of supply chain 

but which are complementary or which feed one another in a given supply chain. 

c) Conglomerate merger:- it is a merger between businesses which operate in different 

geographic market, which produce  different but related products and also a merger between 

businesses which produces unrelated products.  

2. Based on Market Transaction 

a) Share ownership:- this takes place when  a business organization take acquire a share from 

other business organization or from itself through purchase or any other means. 

b) Asset ownership:- it is a transfer an asset from one business organization to another 

business organization through purchase or any other means. 

c) Securities ownership:- this involves a transfer of financial instruments through purchase or 

any other means. 

                                                             
33 Xufeng Jia, Do Home Country Institutions Matter in Cross-border Mergers and Acquisitions?, The case of China, 

Erasmus University Rotterdam, 2018,  P. 13 
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d) Joint venture:- it is a creation of alliance between business organizations who pool the 

whole or part of their resources together for the purpose of undertaking certain commercial 

activity. 

 

3. Based on Amount of Capital or Annual Turnover of the Merging Business 

Organization 

 

a)  Small merger:- where the annual turnover; the asset or registered capital of the merging 

business organization is below 30 million ETB 

b) Intermediate merger:- where the annual turnover; the asset or registered capital of the 

merging business organization is between 30 million and 300 million ETB 

c) Large merger:- where the annual turnover, the asset, or registered capital of the merging 

business organization is above 300 million ETB 

2.5. Merger Notification 

Merger notification is a mandatory requirement under Ethiopian laws. The government organ 

which is entrusted with the duty of registering business organizations do not register businesses 

formed through merger short of approval from the reviewing organ. The notification of merger 

was used to be undertaken without any exception up to the enactment of merger directive by 

Trade Competition and Consumer Protection Authority in 2016. According to this new directive 

mergers are classified as notifiable and non-notifiable based of the amount of annual turnover; 

asset or registered capital of the merging companies. Accordingly, small mergers, the annual 

turnover, the asset, or the registered capital of which is less than 30 million ETB are presumed to 

be notified and get registered by ministry of trade or other relevant organ without requiring any 

further notification and review process. However, this exception may set aside when the 

authority thinks that the merger is likely to cause significant adverse effect on trade competition, 

and proceed with a review process on its own.
34

  

2.6. Merger Review Process under Ethiopian Laws 

Merger assessment passes through two phases under Ethiopian laws. These phases involve 

different time for merger review and different processes depending on the type of merger under 

review based on the amount of annual turnover, asset, or registered capital involved. These 

                                                             
34 Art 16 of Merger Control Directive No 1/2016 
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phases are divided as phase one and phase two. Let us see how the review of intermediate and 

large merger is undertaken in these phases:- 

a) Intermediate Merger 

 Intermediate merger is a type of merger, which involves the value of annual turnover of the 

merging companies or their capital, or assets, which amounts to 30 million up to 300 million 

Ethiopian birr. In this type of merger in the first phase the authority ensures whether the 

notification is submitted in fulfillment of all relevant conditions; investigate the effect of the 

proposed merger on stakeholders and the parties and approve it if it is not likely to cause 

significant adverse effect. After this, the authority makes the final decision on the notified 

merger within 15 working days exclusive of time needed for public advertisement. 

Where it is not possible to reach the final decision within these 15 days, the authority may 

proceed for additional 10 days, which is phase two. The reasons for which the merger assessment 

passes to the second phase may be the need for additional information for assessment; where the 

analysis of the information gathered needs additional time to reach the required recommendation 

in relation to market competition and public interest or where the authority has other justifiable 

reason for the need of additional time 

After undertaking the assessment for additional 10 days in the phase two, the authority will 

decide on the proposed merger depending on the finding of the assessment. The decision of the 

authority may be prohibition; approval; conditional approval or special approval.  

b) Large Merger 

Large merger is a type of merger, which involves the value of annual turnover of the merging 

companies or their capital, or assets, which amounts 300 million, and above Ethiopian birr. In 

this type of merger the first phase the authority ensures whether the notification is submitted in 

fulfillment of all relevant conditions; investigate the effect of the proposed merger on 

stakeholders and the parties and approve it if it is not likely to cause significant adverse effect. 

The approval may be total or conditional; and make the final decision on the notified merger 

within 30 working days exclusive of time needed for public advertisement. 
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Where it is not possible to reach the final decision within this 30 days, the authority may proceed 

for additional 15 days which is phase two. The reason for which the merger assessment passes to 

the second phase may be the need for additional information for assessment; where the analysis 

of the information gathered needs additional time to reach the required recommendation in 

relation to market competition and public interest; or where the authority has other justifiable 

reason for the need of additional time. 

After undertaking the assessment for additional 15 days in the phase two, the authority will 

decide on the proposed merger depending on the finding of the assessment. The decision of the 

authority may be prohibition, approval, conditional approval, or special approval.  

The basis for merger assessment is to check whether the proposed merger causes significant 

adverse effect on trade competition and on public interest in the relevant market.
35

 In order to 

identify the effects of the merger the authority during the merger assessment process takes into 

account different bases of assessment. These are trade competition; public interest and market 

perspective.
36

 

The trade competition perspective takes into account the number of actors in the market; the 

current and potential capacity to dominate the market; the obstacles to entering in to the same 

line of business and the potential to eliminate competitors from the market; the market share or 

amount of substitute products or services. In addition to these, it also take in to account the level 

of import of products traded in the same line of business which is the subject of the merger; the 

growth; innovation; price and intrinsic nature of the market. In addition, the potential to cause 

disruption to suppliers and consumers in the market, and whether it exerts influence on the 

bargaining power of suppliers; distributors and retailers; and other related issues may be taken 

into account. 

Issues to be taken into account in light of market perspective are the relevant market analysis; the 

state of demand and supply of the product/service; the price and quality of product/service; the 

state of inputs; the state of the distribution channels of the product/service; market share; market 

concentration in the relevant market; and other relevant issues. 

                                                             
35 Art 17 of merger cotrol Directive No 1/2016  
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Issue to be taken into consideration while analyzing the effect of the proposed merger on public 

interest are whether or not the gain made by restricting competition outweighs its adverse effect 

on the public if the merger is approved. It addition it will also consider whether or not the 

approval of the merger significantly contributes to accelerating economic development; 

promoting the transfer of technical knowledge; or improving the production and distribution of 

trading goods or provision of service delivery. 

This can be measured in light of whether it contribute significantly to salvaging a failing 

business; it creates an opportunity that enables small and micro business to become capable or 

competitive; it brings other technological capacity and competitiveness. 

2.7. Consequences of Failure to Comply With Merger Control Laws 

The law, which regulates trade competition and consumer protection, proclamation No 813/2014, 

provides that notification of merger is a mandatory requirement for any merging businesses. Art 

9(2) of the proclamation provides that no business organization inter in to merger agreement and 

get license unless it is notified to the authority and get approval from it. In addition to this, Art 

42(4) the proclamation provides that any businessperson who violates the provisions of the 

proclamation, which deals with merger, which is Arts 9-13, shall be punishable with a fine from 

5% up to 10% of his annual turnover. Besides this the proclamation under Art 43(6) provides a 

criminal punishment in which a person involved in violation of the proclamation including 

provisions which deal with merger control will be punishable with a fine from 5000 up to 50000 

ETB and with simple imprisonment. In addition to this under Art 43(7) provides that any person 

who is involved in obstructing any investigation by the authority will be punishable with simple 

imprisonment. The merger directive also refers to the penal provision of the proclamation for any 

failure to abide with its provisions. 
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2.8. Enforcement of International Agreements in Ethiopia 

Art 86(5) of the FDRE constitution imposes on the government the duty of promoting ever-

growing economic union and fraternal relations of Peoples with Ethiopia's neighbor and other 

African countries as a principle of foreign relations of the country. Becoming member to many 

international and regional treaties may be taken as part of performing this duty on the part of the 

government. Even though the signature of the COMESA treaty precedes this provision of the 

constitution, today the duty of the government will be performed by giving legal force to 

subsequent COMESA regulations for the betterment of Ethiopian economy and wellbeing of its 

people.  

When we look at the enforceability of these international agreements, Ethiopian laws provide 

that ratification by House of peoples Representative (HPR) is a prerequisite for enforceability of 

international treaties in the country. Art. 9(4) of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia 

(FDRE) constitution provides that ratified international treaties considered integral part of 

Ethiopian laws. Additionally, Art 55(12) of the constitution provides that the HPR have a power 

to ratify the international agreements signed by the executive organ. After ratification, Art 71(2) 

provides that the president of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia will proclaim them in 

the Negarit Gazeta. In addition, when we look at Art 2(3) of the Federal Negarit Gazeta 

Establishment Proclamation No. 3/1995, it provides that  

All Federal or Regional legislative, executive, and judicial organs as well as any natural or 

juridical person shall take judicial notice of Laws published in the Federal Negarit Gazeta. 

 

Therefore, in normal course of things international treaties in Ethiopia are required to pass 

through these processes in order to have legal force. They have no legal effect unless they have 

passed through the ratification process and proclaimed in the Federal Negarit Gazeta. 

The Ethiopian law of treaty Making Proclamations No. 25/1988 and 1024/2017 also strengthens 

the provisions of the above legislations by enumerating the detail process of the international 

treaty signature, ratification, suspension, and termination
37

 

However, the main issue here is, whether ratification of accessory treaties, rules and regulations 

made for the implementation of a treaty, are required when Ethiopia has signed the main treaty 

                                                             
37 International Agreements Making and Ratification Procedure Proclamation 2017 Proc. No.1024, Federal 
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which have a provision for automatic application of the regulations enacted for the 

implementation of the treaty. Ethiopian laws on international treaties are silent about this issue 

and due to this the country is facing practical problems in this case. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

MERGER REGULATION IN THE COMMON MARKET FOR EASTERN 

AND SOUTHERN AFRICA (COMESA) REGION 

3.1. Competition Regulation under COMESA Treaty 

COMESA is the regional organization of common market for eastern and southern Africa which 

was established by general agreement COMESA treaty. The treaty was signed on 5
th

 November 

1993 in Kampala, Uganda and was ratified a year later on 8
th

 December 1994 in Lilongwe, 

Malawi. To this day it has 19 member states which have ratified the treaty and become active 

member. The main purpose for which this regional organization is established is provided under 

Art 3 of the treaty. The purposes are:-  

(a) Attaining sustainable growth and development of the Member States by promoting a more balanced and 

harmonious development of its production and marketing structures;  

(b) promotion of  joint development in all fields of economic activity and the joint adoption of macro-

economic policies and programmes to raise the standard of living of its peoples and to foster closer 

relations among its Member States;  

(c) Co-operation in the creation of an enabling environment for foreign, cross border and domestic 
investment including the joint promotion of research and adaptation of science and technology for 

development;  

(d) Co-operation in the promotion of peace, security and stability among the Member States in order to 

enhance economic development in the region;  

(e) Co-operation in strengthening the relations between the Common Market and the rest of the world and the 

adoption of common positions in international fora; and  

      (f) Contributing towards the establishment, progress and the realization of the objectives of the African 

Economic Community.  

COMESA is established as a successor of the Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern 

African States (PTA).
38

 Article 29 of the Treaty for the Establishment of the Preferential Trade 

Area for Eastern and Southern African States provides for the establishment of or the 

transformation of the Preferential Trade Area into a Common Market and eventually into an 

Economic Community. The general purpose for which the COMESA was established is 

facilitating the process of economic integration and the consolidation of economic co-operation 

among member states through the implementation of common policies and programmes with the 

objective of achieving sustainable growth and development.
39

  

                                                             
38 James Thuo Gathii, African Regional Trade Agreements As Legal Regimes, 2011, P. 165 
39 The preamble of the COMESA treaty 
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As part of its purpose of establishment the COMESA, treaty provides for regulation of trade 

competition under Art 55. This provision prohibits any act, which obstructs free and liberalized 

trade activity. It further gives a commitment to member states to prohibit agreements 

between/among businesspersons, which prevent, restrict, and distort trade competition.
40

 The 

exceptions to this prohibition is when the effect of the agreement is a kind of agreement which 

improves production or distribution of goods or promotes technical or economic progress and 

has the effect of enabling consumers to get a fair share of the benefits. The provision further 

provides for enactment of detail rules and regulations by the COMESA council. The provision of 

the treaty reads as follows:-  

ARTICLE 55  

Competition  
1. The Member States agree that any practice, which negates the objective of free and liberalized trade, 

shall be prohibited. To this end, the Member States agree to prohibit any agreement between 

undertakings or concerted practice, which has as its objective, or effect the prevention, restriction or 
distortion of competition within the Common Market. 

2. The Council may declare the provisions of paragraph 1 of this Article inapplicable in the case of: 

(a) any agreement or category thereof between undertakings; 

(b) any decision by association of undertakings; 

(c) any concerted practice or category thereof; 

Which improves production or distribution of goods or promotes technical or economic progress and has 

the effect of enabling consumers a fair share of the benefits?  

Provided that the agreement, decision or practice does not impose on the undertaking restrictions 

inconsistent with the attainment of the objectives of this Treaty or has the effect of eliminating 

competition. 

2. The Council shall make regulations to regulate competition within the Member States. 

Accordingly, the treaty provides for the enforcement of rules and regulations issued by the 

council to have immediate legal force in the jurisdiction of the member states. Art 5 of the treaty 

provides that member states have a duty to make every effort to plan and direct their 

development policies in a way they create favorable condition for the enforcement these rules 

and regulations. It further provides that member states have a duty to take necessary steps to give 

legal personality to the common market and its institutions and to give legal effect to the rules 

and regulations of the common market in their respective jurisdiction. The treaty provides that 

member states are duty bound to cooperate with the work of individuals who work under the 

common market and accord the Common Market and its staff the privileges and immunities 

accorded to similar international organizations in their territories and in accordance with the 

Agreement on Privileges and Immunities.  

                                                             
40 Art 5 of the COMESA treaty  
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In addition to this Art 10 of the treaty specifically empowers the council to enact rules 

regulations, directives, and make decisions and recommendations and deliver opinions. Sub-

article 2 of Art 10 of the treaty provides that regulations issued by the council are binding with 

their entirety on the member states after the council in the official gazette of the common market 

promulgates them. In addition to this decisions are also binding specifically on the body they are 

concerned while recommendation and opinions are non-binding.  

3.2. The COMESA Competition Commission 

The COMESA competition commission (CCC) is an organ established by the COMESA 

competition regulation to undertake the duty of controlling and supervising the trade competition 

and consumer protection in the COMESA region. The CCC has international legal personality 

and it specifically undertake its activities without any restrictions in the member states. The head 

office of the CCC is in Malawi (Lilongwe) and it can fully function in member states from 

there.
41

 The commission has a director appointed by the COMESA council, who is entrusted 

with the power of administering the Commission‘s affairs, funds and property, and for 

performing any other functions that may be conferred or imposed upon him/her by or under the 

regulations or that the commission may delegate or assign to him/her.
42

  

The commission has the powers and duties of applying the provisions of the regulations with 

regard to trade between member states and promoting competition within the common market; 

monitoring and investigating anti-competitive practices of undertakings within the Common 

Market, and mediating disputes between member states concerning anti- competitive conduct. It 

has the power of reviewing regional competition policy to advise and make listed under 

representations to the council with a view to improving on the effectiveness of the regulations.  

helps member states promote national competition laws and institutions, with the objective of the 

harmonization of those national laws with the regional regulations to achieve uniformity of 

interpretation and application of competition law and policy within the Common Market. It is 

also responsible for developing and disseminating information about competition policy and 

                                                             
41 The Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa, COMESA, Merger Assessment Guideline of 31st October 

2014 and the CCC website https://www.comesacompetition.org  
42 Art 8 of The  Common Market for Eastern  and Southern Africa (COMESA), Competition Regulations, 2004 

Volume 17 No. 12  20 November 2012  
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consumer protection policy; and Co-operating with other agencies that may be established or 

recognized by COMESA to monitor and regulate any specific sector.
43

 

The commission has a power to monitor, investigate, detect, make determinations or take action 

to prevent, inhibit and/or penalize undertakings whose business activities appreciably restrains 

competition. To enable it to exercise this power it has a power to order any person to appear 

before it to give evidence; require the discovery or production of any document or part thereof; 

and take any other reasonable action, which may be necessary in furtherance of the 

investigation.
44

 

When the conduct of the businesses in the region is found contrary to the provisions of the 

regulation the commission has the power to order the termination or nullification as the case may 

require of agreements, conduct, activities or decisions prohibited by the regulations. It will direct 

the enterprise to cease and desist from anti-competitive conduct and to take such steps as it 

believes may be necessary to overcome the effects of abuse of its dominant position in the 

market, or any other business conduct inconsistent with the principles as set out in the 

regulations. It has also a power to order payment of compensation to persons affected; impose 

fines for breaches of the provisions of these Regulations.
45

  

3.3. Definition of Merger under COMESA 

Merger is defined under Art 23 of the COMESA merger regulation as acquisition of 

controlling interest in a business of another person either directly or indirectly. The business 

relationship between the acquiring business and the one, which is acquired (target) business, 

can be competitor; supplier; customer or any other form, which can give the power to control 

the decision making of the business organization. The ways by which controlling interest is 

acquired in a business organization are listed under the regulation as purchase or lease of the 

shares or assets of a competitor, supplier, customer or other person; the amalgamation or 

combination with a competitor, supplier, customer or other person; or any other means.
46

  

On the other hand having controlling interest can take place in several ways some of these 
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are creating rights related to property and contract, through an undertaking acting as a 

vehicle, and acquision of voting of securities, management of an undertaking or its assets, or 

other means.
47

  

3.4. Merger Notification 

Notification of a notifiable merger to the CCC is a mandatory requirement as provided under Art 

24 of the regulation. It requires notification of mergers to be made no later than 30 days after the 

merging parties‘ ―decision to merge.‖ The decision to merge can be made by the merging parties 

jointly or through the announcement of a public bid in the case of publicly traded securities.  

The notification can be made via email of the commission or by providing electronic access to 

the email of contracting parties to the merger. When the notification is made or comfort letter is 

requested from the CCC, it will undertake the following duties within 7 days of the submission.
48

  

 publish on its website the fact of the notification, indicating the parties, their country of 

origin, the nature of the merger and the economic sectors involved; and 

 Send to each member states in which any of the merging parties operates a summary of 

the merger including relevant information provided in the notification. 

Upon notification the notifying party will pay notification fee to the CCC, which is reckoned 

based on the amount of capital involved in the merger transaction. Accordingly, the party, which 

submits notification will pay notification fee the amount of which is 0.5% or US $500,000 

whichever is lower of the combined annual turnover or combined value of assets in the Common 

Market, whichever is higher. This means first to use as the basis of calculating the notification 

fee the higher of either combined annual turnover or combined value of assets in the common 

market will be taken. Then 0.5% of the selected base, combined annual turnover or combined 

value of assets in the Common Market, will be calculated. After doing this, if 0.5% of the 

selected base, combined annual turnover or combined value of assets in the common market, is 

less that USD 500000, that amount will be paid. However, if it is more that USD 500,000 only 

USD 500,000 will be paid as a notification fee. The payment of the notification fee is required to 

be performed within seven (7) days after the date on which the invoice is issued by the 

commission, or if later, seven (7) days after the invoice becomes effective. 
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Merger transaction is notified to the CCC when the legal requirements under the regulation are 

fulfilled. These requirements are minimum threshold requirement and regional dimension 

requirement. The regional dimension test is fulfilled when both the acquiring undertaking and the 

target undertaking or either the acquiring undertaking or target undertaking operate in two or 

more Member States. While the minimum threshold test is fulfilled, when the threshold of 

combined annual turnover or assets prescribed is exceeded the minimum threshold which is USD 

50 million.
49

   

 The regional dimension test is subject to exceptions in which the operation of the undertaking in 

a member state must be substantial enough to affect trade competition and capable of having an 

appreciable effect on trade between Member States and which restrict competition in the region. 

For these purposes, the commission considers that an undertaking ―operates‖ in a member state if 

its annual turnover or value of assets in that member states exceeds US $5 million.
50

 More 

generally the following points are taken in to account to determine the existence of regional 

dimension.  

 at least one merging party operates in two or more member states (an undertaking ―operates‖ 

in a member states if it has annual turnover or value of assets in that member states 

exceeding US $5 million); 

 a target undertaking operates in a member states; 

 it is not the case that more than 2/3 of the annual turnover or value of assets in the common 

market of each of the merging parties is achieved or held within one and the same member 

states.  

3.5. Merger Review Process under the CCC 

The central concern of merger assessment under the COMESA regime is to assess each merger 

notified to the commission to determine whether it is more likely than not to give rise to a 

substantial prevention and lessening of competition (SPLC). After the assessment is conducted 

based on the finding of the assessment the CCC will declare its decision as to either that it does 

not object to the merger, which may be subject to certain conditions, or that it objects to the 

merger as provided under the regulations. 
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The assessment of merger in the first phase takes 120 days, which is calculated starting from the 

date of submission of sufficient information by the merging parties. If the commission fails to 

accomplish the assessment within 120 days, it will pass to the phase 2 by adding a time not more 

than 30 days on the first phase.  

The commission may request information, documents, or other evidence from any party and fix a 

reasonable period for such information or documents to be delivered to the commission. If the 

merging parties fail to comply with the request, the commission may suspend the period of the 

applicable assessment phase until such information or documents are received, or assess the 

merger in light of such submissions and proposals received but draw an adverse inference in 

light of the failure to provide such information, documents, or other evidence.
51

 

When determining whether a person has the possibility of exercising decisive influence over an 

undertaking. The Commission will take into account, among other factors, whether the person 

directly or indirectly has the ability to determine a majority of the votes that may be cast at a 

general meeting of the undertaking is able to appoint or to veto the appointment of a majority of 

the directors of the undertaking. In addition, it checks whether the acquirer has the ability to 

determine the appointment of senior management, strategic commercial policy, the budget or the 

business plan of the undertaking; or has a controlling interest in an intermediary undertaking that 

in turn has a controlling interest in the undertaking.
52

   

3.6. Referral to Member State Authorities 

Member state may request the commission within 14 days after receiving the information from 

the commission about the notification of merger, to refer a merger to a competent authority of 

the member states for consideration under the member state‘s national competition law. This is 

made if such member state is satisfied that the merger, if carried out, is likely to 

disproportionately reduce competition to a material extent in such member states or any part of 

such member states. After receiving the request, the commission will give the final decision on it 

within 21 days. The decision may be rejection of the request or referring of the merger in whole 

or in part to the competent authority (or authorities) of the member states, to be reviewed 

according to the member state‘s national law.
53
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In deciding whether to accept or reject the referral request the commission will take into account 

the following issues as provided under the merger assessment guideline: 

(a) the disproportionality and materiality of any potential reduction of competition within that and other 

member states (provided that such consideration at this stage will not prejudice any assessment, whether by 

the commission or a member state‘s competent authority, of the effect of the merger on competition); 

(b) the sufficiency of the member state‘s merger control system, including legal powers and expertise, in that 

member states to assess and regulate mergers with a view to preventing an SPLC or its equivalent; and 

(c) the administrative implications of the requested referral, including the risk of delay, fragmentation, 

duplication and incoherent treatment by multiple authorities.  

 

We have a referral practices in other regional competition regulation organizations, which can be 

a good lesson to COMESA member states. For instance, the EC merger regulation provides for 

two cases in which referral to the member states‘ competition authority or to the commission is 

required as an exception to the exclusive jurisdiction of the commission on mergers which have 

community dimension.  One of these cases is provided under Art 9 of the regulation, which says 

that the commission will refer the merger review to the member states‘ competition authorities 

up on their request if the concentration  

(a) […] threatens to create or to strengthen a dominant position as a result of which effective 

competition will be significantly impeded on a market within that Member State, which presents 

all the characteristics of a distinct market, or 

(b) […] affects competition on a market within that Member State, which presents all the 

characteristics of a distinct market and which does not constitute a substantial part of the 

common market.     

The other case is when the merger has no community dimension but member states refer it to the 

commission for review as provided under Art 22(3) ECMR. In this case the commission will 

review the merger even though it has no community dimension. 

 

3.7. Merger Assessment Considerations 

The main purpose of assessing merger transaction in the COMESA region is to promote and 

encourage effective competition ultimately in order to enhance consumer welfare. Due to this, 

the assessment is a two edged sword in which it checks the precompetitive effects of the merger 

on the one hand and the anti-competitive effects of the merger on the other hand. The pro-

competitive effects can be reduced costs and the introduction of new and improved products or 

services and introduction of new technologies. Such mergers typically benefit consumers and 

bring economic development to the country or the region. Other mergers can substantially 
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weaken the incentives of undertakings to engage in competition. Such mergers may result in 

higher prices, lower output, reduced variety or reduced innovation and will therefore likely lead 

to an adverse effect on consumers and hart economic development of the country or the region. 

Such mergers give rise to an SPLC.
54

 In addition to this, the commission uses different theories 

to analyze the effects of the merger such as counterfactual scenario and failing undertaking 

theories. 

3.8. Consequences of Failure to Comply With Merger Control Laws 

The COMESA competition regulation provides that the notification of merger is a mandatory 

requirement for any merger, which fulfills legal requirements. Failure to notify entails penalty 

and nullifications of the merger agreement. The commission is empowered by the regulation to 

dissolve the merger agreement made in contravention of the provision of the regulation and also 

impose a fine of 10% of the annual turnover of the merging undertakings.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

CONFLICT OF JURISDICTION OVER MERGER REVIEW AND ITS 

CONSEQUENCES 

4.1. Introduction  

Cross-border merger is taking place today in an increasing number. This increasing number of 

global merger transaction is triggered by different motivating circumstances. In general, merger 

anywhere is motivated by the need for achieving growth and improving the financial 

performance of the parties involved.
55

  

Achieving the improved performance is forming a synergy,
56

 which means the interaction of 

multiple elements in a system, which produces a result that is greater than the sum of their 

effects, while existing and operating separately. This means that two or more companies 

combined are more valuable than two or more individually functioning companies.
57

 

some of the ways in which synergy is to be achieved are:- economies of scale, cost cutting and 

increasing efficiency, economies of scope or expanded number of activities, resource transfer, 

resource acquisition, exploitation of undervalued resources, staff reduction and changes in the 

management, new technologies; financial synergy, deregulation, diversification, achieve growth, 

achieve greater market power.
58

 

As businesses are proliferating throughout the world through merger, governments are getting 

very eager about regulating the economic activities within their jurisdiction. The regulation of 

trade competition as one part of the economic regulation is an emerging and highly regarded area 

of regulation by governments in today‘s world. The reason why they do this is to prevent 

monopoly and ensure fair trade competition and consumer welfare. Due to this, governments 

regulate merger transactions undertaken in their jurisdictions to prevent the merging companies 

from becoming a monopoly power and preserve the plurality of options on the market by 

insuring the existence of enough competitors in every sector. Because the company, which 
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58 Xufeng Jia, Do Home Country Institutions Matter in Cross-border Mergers and Acquisitions?, The case of China 
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dominates the market, will be able to produce at lower cost and sell them at higher prices using 

the advantage of monopoly.
59

 

4.2. The Enforcement of COMESA Merger Control System in Member States 

The COMESA as regional economic organization is operational since 1994. However, the 

effectiveness of the organization as aspired by the establishing parties at the time of its formation 

was very questionable. Lack of commitment from the member states to undertake the obligations 

provided under the treaty of its formation and absence of cooperation among member states and 

also with the organization itself was the main challenges coupled with the existence of other 

regional organizations in the same region like SADC and EAC.
60

 In addition to this the 

formation of the African continental free trade area has also another cause of diversion of 

attention from COMESA to the continental one itself.  

The original intent for which the organization was established was fostering the spirit of 

cooperation among member states, enabling harmonization of economic policies among member 

states, and forming custom union at the end. However, this plan was thwarted for different 

reasons and unsuccessful to get to its end. One of these reasons is the difference in the level of 

development and the need of each state to regulate economic activities, which operate within 

their territory.
61

 The main objective of the COMESA is trade liberalization and encouraging 

competition among economic actors. However, member states want to regulate their national 

economic activities tightly and they want to favor domestic infant industries as one of their 

national interest.
62

  

The other challenge is lack of legal and policy harmonization among member states and with the 

COMESA. This is caused by the generality of the provisions of COMESA treaty and subsequent 

rules and regulations in which the designing of policies and the making of laws by the member 

states added to this cause a great difficulty for the implementation of the agreement of the 

regional organization. In some of the rules and regulations issued under COMESA the interest of 
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the member states seldom taken into consideration and the design of the agreements are only 

inspired by liberalization of economic activities as it was being made for a single economy or 

country.
63

 

The other challenge is the lack of commitment by member states to accept and enforce rules and 

regulations issued by COMESA council. Some of the member states including Ethiopia claim 

that the rules and regulations must pass through the signature and ratification process to become 

effective while the treaty by which the organization is established says that the member states are 

duty bound to give legal force to all rules and regulations issued under the COMESA treaty.
64

 

4.3. Literatures on Enforceability of COMESA Competition Rules and 

Regulations in Member States: 

On the Ratification Requirement for Regulations and the Ambiguity of the 

Term “Primary Jurisdiction” 

The issue of conflict of jurisdiction on merger review and the enforceability of COMESA 

competition rules and regulations has not been a concern since it is a recent development, which 

came in to picture with the issuance of different regulations for the enforcement of COMESA 

treaty. One of the literatures is written by Marianne Wagener and Candice Upfold, with the title, 

“Regional Competition Regimes: A comparative Study of the COMESA Competition 

Commission and the European Competition Commission.‖ Under this paper, writers focused on 

two main issues in relation to COMESA competition rule. These are:-  

(1) Whether the COMESA Competition Commission has exclusive jurisdiction to assess 

mergers having a regional dimension, and 

(2) The notifiability of merger transactions in relation to the community vs regional 

dimension tests which consists of (i) a geographical area; and (ii) the setting of 

notification thresholds.
65
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On the issue of exclusive jurisdiction of the COMESA competition commission and the legal 

force of the COMESA competition regulations on member states, the writers took the following 

position. 

Concerning exclusive jurisdiction of COMESA competition commission in relation to merger 

transactions, they argued, by citing Art 3(3) of the COMESA competition regulation. This 

Article provides that the commission has primary jurisdiction over an industry or a sector of an 

industry which is subject to the jurisdiction of a separate regulatory entity (whether domestic or 

regional) if the latter regulates conduct covered by Parts 3 and 4 of the Regulations. Part 3 and 4 

of the regulation are anti-competitive business practice and conduct, and merger and acquisition 

respectively. Based on this article they concluded that having primary jurisdiction is not equal to 

having exclusive jurisdiction, since the word primary jurisdiction presupposes the existence of 

other jurisdiction. 

Concerning the legal force of the regulations they argued by citing Arts 5(2) and 10(2) of the 

COMESA treaty which provides that signatory states of the treaty are duty bound to give legal 

force to regulations issued by the COMESA council of ministers within their respective 

jurisdiction. They concluded from the wording of these provisions that member states are subject 

to the provisions of the regulations and the regulations have legal force in the jurisdiction of 

these states without requiring further procedures for their effectiveness. 

Therefore, COMESA merger regulations are effective in all member states without any further 

ratification process according to these writers. 

Collen Evans Kgapane writes the other literature on this issue, with the title ―A Comparison of 

Merger Regulation in South Africa and the COMESA.‖
66

 This literature focuses on overall 

comparison of merger regulation in South Africa and the COMESA and it discussed the issue of 

effectiveness of the merger regulation in South Africa, which is member state to COMESA, and 

the issue of jurisdictions over merger transactions, which have regional dimension.  

According to this writer, the CCC has exclusive jurisdiction over merger transaction in the 

common market when it has regional dimension. The reason is that Art 5.23 of the COMESA 

merger assessment guideline provides that the CCC will refer the merger notified to it, to a 

member state on which the merger will have substantial effect. This shows that the CCC has 

exclusive jurisdiction over mergers which has regional dimension, because, if it has 
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parallel/concurrent jurisdiction with national competition authorities, it will not need to refer the 

notification to the member states. The writer tried to support this argument with the view of the 

CCC, which asserts the same position, by saying that since it has a power to refer the notification 

to member states it inevitability has exclusive jurisdiction on mergers which have regional 

dimension. 

The other writer also argues that even though it is not clear what having primary jurisdiction 

means, so long as it is the CCC who decides whether to refer merger notification to the member 

state or not, we can still infer the existence of exclusive jurisdiction to the CCC on mergers 

which have regional dimension. According to this writer there is a belief that the COMESA 

merger regulation is automatically applicable to member state and the CCC will have exclusive 

jurisdiction over mergers which have regional dimension subject to referral to member states in 

exceptional cases.
67

 There are also other writers who share this position by saying that CCC 

based on the provisions of the regulations have exclusive jurisdiction, even though some member 

states claim that the regulation is not clear on the issue of exclusive jurisdiction and the power of 

individual states to review merger is not ousted by the regulation. They argue that this problem is 

resulted from the lack of proper domestication of COMESA competition rules and regulations by 

member states
68

 

The other writer starts his argument from the COMESA treaty, which provides that states, which 

have signed COMESA treaty, are duty, bound to give legal force to regulations issued for the 

implementation of the treaty.
69

 According to this provision, they say all member states to 

COMESA have responsibility to accept and obey the rules of COMESA treaty. Based on this, 

they refer to Art 3 of COMESA competition rule, which provides for primary jurisdiction of the 

CCC over merger transactions, which have regional dimension. Therefore, they conclude that the 

CCC has exclusive jurisdiction over merger transactions, which have regional dimension, and the 

COMESA competition regulation has a full legal force in the member states.
70
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In general, the above literatures presume the existence of legal force of COMESA competition 

rules and regulations in member states and they mainly focus on the issue of whether the CCC 

has exclusive jurisdiction on mergers, which have regional dimension, and whether there is a 

parallel jurisdiction between the CCC and the local completion authority. But in case of Ethiopia 

the main problem is not with the issue of jurisdiction as concurrent or exclusive on provisions of 

the regulations. It is on the legal force of the very rules and regulations within the jurisdiction 

without requiring further ratification procedure. On this issue the Ethiopia Trade Competition 

and Consumer Protection Authority, Merger Directorate, has a position that the COMESA 

merger regulation will not have legal force in Ethiopia unless the house peoples representatives 

according the law of the country ratify it.
71

 

However, we can conclude that the commission will have exclusive jurisdiction over transactions 

made within the common market. Because, the main purpose of the establishment of the 

common market is for bringing convergence of economic regulations and insuring fair and 

efficient business activities in the region.
72

 Additionally, there is a provision under the 

regulations and the guidelines, which provides for referral to the member states national 

competition authority when the merger is likely to affect trade competition in such member 

states. This indicates that the CCC has exclusive jurisdiction over merger transactions, which 

have regional dimension.
73

 

4.4. Comparison of merger regulation regime in Ethiopia and the COMESA 

4.4.1. Definition of Merger 

According to Ethiopian laws merger occurs when two, more business organizations previously 

having independent existence amalgamate, or when such business organizations pool the whole 

or part of their resources for carrying on a certain commercial activity. Or when a business 

organization directly or indirectly acquiring shares, securities or assets of a business organization 

or taking control of the management of the business of another person by a person or group of 

persons through purchase or any other means.
74

 It is defined under the COMESA competition 
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regulation as an acquisition of controlling interest in a business of another person either directly 

or indirectly. The business relationship between the acquiring business and the one, which is 

acquired (target) business, can be competitor, supplier, customer, or any other form, which can 

give the power to control the decision making of the business organization. The ways by which 

controlling interest is acquired in a business organization are listed under the regulation as 

purchase or lease of the shares or assets of a competitor, supplier, customer or other person; the 

amalgamation or combination with a competitor, supplier, customer or other person; or any other 

means.
75

  

4.4.2. Factors Taken Into Account during Merger Assessment 

The basis for merger assessment is to check whether the proposed merger causes significant 

adverse effect on trade competition and on public interest in the relevant market.
76

 In order to 

identify the effects of the merger the authority during the merger assessment process takes into 

account different bases of assessment. These are trade competition, which takes into account the 

number of actors in the market; the current and potential capacity to dominate the market; the 

market share or amount of substitute products or services; the growth; innovation; price and 

intrinsic nature of the market; and other related issues.  Public interest perspective takes into 

account the state of demand and supply of the product/service; the price and quality of 

product/service; the state of the distribution channels of the product/service; market 

concentration in the relevant market; and other relevant issues. The market perspective, on the 

other hand, analyzes whether or not the gain made by restricting competition outweighs its 

adverse effect on the public. It also considers whether or not the approval of the merger 

significantly contributes to accelerating economic development; promoting the transfer of 

technical knowledge; or improving the production and distribution of trading goods or provision 

of service delivery. 

This can be measured in light of whether it contribute significantly to salvaging a failing 

business; it creates an opportunity that enables small and micro business to become capable or 

competitive; and it brings other technological capacity and competitiveness. 
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When we come to the COMESA regime the main purpose of assessing merger transaction is to 

check whether the proposed merger has a potential to cause substantial prevention and lessening 

of competition and to promote and encourage effective competition ultimately in order to 

enhance consumer welfare. Due to this the assessment analyses the pro-competitive effects of the 

merger on the one hand and the anti-competitive effects of the merger on the other hand. In 

addition to this, the commission uses different theories to analyze the effects of the merger such 

as counterfactual scenario and failing undertaking theories. 

 

The assessment of merger is the process through which the fate of the proposed merger is 

determined. The merger control authority identifies the effects of the merger on the trade 

competition, public interest and the relevant market through the process. Depending on the 

findings of the review the authority will determine whether to allow or prohibit the merger. Due 

to this the review process is required to be undertaken based on predictable legal ground and 

follow basic principles so that the interest of the business persons and also of the given country 

safely protected. There are some basic principles, which are required to be followed while 

designing laws, which regulate merger review process; establishing merger review institutions; 

and undertaking the review itself. These principles are sovereignty of the states in applying their 

own laws; transparency, consistency, predictability, and fairness, the merger review; non-

discrimination on the basis of nationality; procedural fairness;  efficient, timely, and effective 

review; coordination of different jurisdictions; convergence of merger review process; and 

protection of confidential information.
77

 The review of merger is required to follow these 

principles to be wholly beneficial to all stakeholders. 

4.4.3. Notification and Thresholds 

The merger notification threshold was introduced enactment of merger directive by Trade 

Competition and Consumer Protection Authority in 2016. This directive determines notifiable 

and non-notifiable based of the amount of annual turnover, asset, or registered capital of the 

merging companies. Accordingly, small mergers are presumed to be notified and get registered 

by ministry of trade or other relevant organ without requiring any further notification and review 
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process. Merger transactions which involves the annual turnover, the asset, or the registered 

capital greater than 30 million is required to be notified to the authority. 

Under the COMESA regime merger transactions which fulfill a legal requirements like minimum 

threshold requirement, COMESA Dollar 50 million merger transaction, and regional dimension 

requirement tests.  

4.4.4. Notification Fee 

There is no clear provision of the law that determines the notification fee to be paid upon merger 

notification. Therefore, the notification fee is not paid in Ethiopia.  Upon notification, the 

notifying party will pay notification fee to the CCC, which is calculated based on the amount of 

annual turnover, asset, or capital involved in the merger transaction. Accordingly, the party, 

which submits notification, will pay notification fee the amount of which is 0.5% or US 

$500,000 whichever is lower of the combined annual turnover or combined value of assets in the 

common market, whichever is higher.  

4.4.5. Merger Review Time 

The assessment of notifiable mergers passes through two phases under Ethiopian laws. These 

phases are categorized as Phase one and phase two.  They involve different time for merger 

review and different processes depending on the type of merger under review based on the 

amount of revenue involved. Accordingly, it takes 15 days in phase one of the intermediate 

merger and 30 days in the phase one of the large merger. If the assessment is not accomplished 

in phase one it will go for 10 additional days in intermediate merger and 15 days in large merger. 

In general intermediate merger can take 25 days and large merger can take 45 days.  

Under the COMESA regime, the assessment of any merger in the first phase will take 120 days, 

which is reckoned starting from the date of submission of sufficient information by the merging 

parties. If the commission fails to accomplish the assessment within 120 days, it will pass to the 

phase 2 by adding a time not more than 30 days to the first phase. In general, the assessment of 

merger under the COMESA regime can take 150 days. In addition to this, there is a pre-

notification application for consultancy, which can take minimum of 51 days added, together it 

will be 201 day.  
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4.4.6. Failure to Comply With the Law 

The law, which regulates trade competition and consumer protection, proclamation No 813/2014 

provides that any business person who violates the provisions of the proclamation which deals 

with merger will be punishable with a fine from 5% up to 10% of his annual turnover and a fine 

from 5000 up to 50000 ETB. There is also a simple imprisonment punishment if it is physical 

person.  

On the other hand, the COMESA competition regulation provides that failure to notify merger 

transaction to the CCC entail nullifications of the merger agreement and a fine of 10% of the 

annual turnover of the merging undertakings.  

 

4.5. Summary of Challenges to Merging Businesses and to the Member State 

to Accept the Regulation 

 
N

o  

 Ethiopia  COMESA Analysis  

1 Definitio

n 

when two or more 

business organizations 

previously having 

independent existence 

amalgamate or pool the 

whole or part of their 

resources for the purpose 

of carrying on a certain 

commercial activity.  

when a business 

organization directly or 

indirectly acquire shares, 

securities or assets of a 

business organization or 

taking control of the 

management of the 

business of another person 

by a person or group of 

persons through purchase 

or any other means.   

the direct or indirect 

acquisition or 

establishment of a 

controlling interest by one 

or more persons in the 

whole or part of the 

business of a competitor, 

supplier, customer or 

other person whether that 

controlling interest is 

achieved as a result of:  

(a) the purchase or lease 

of the shares or assets;  

(b) the amalgamation or 

combination or  

(c) any other means  

  

Definitions are nearly the 

same even though what 

constitute notifiable merger 

is different based the 

threshold and other 

requirements 

2 Jurisdicti

on  

No agreement or 

arrangement of 

merger may come into 

effect before 

The commission have 

primary jurisdiction over 

mergers and acquisitions 

undertaken in the region   

On Ethiopian side the law 

says the Authority 

(TCCPA) has an exclusive 

jurisdiction over mergers 
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obtaining approval from 

the Authority(Trade 

Competition and 

Consumer Protection 

Authority) 

 

and acquisitions which 

have effect on the country 

with no exception,  while 

the COMESA regulation 

says CCC has primary 

jusdiction over merger 

transaction with regional 

dimension and member 

states may request for 

referral if the merger is 

more likely to affect trade 

competition within their 

jurisdiction if not reviewed 

by their NCA 

3 Grounds 

of review 

Whether Causes 

significant adverse effect 

on trade competition and 

on public interest in the 

relevant market.  

These are trade 

competition; public 

interest and market 

perspective which 

analyzes Whether or not 

the gain made by 

restricting competition 

outweighs its adverse 

effects on the public if the 

merger is approved and 

Whether or not the 

approval of the merger 

significantly contributes to 

accelerating economic 

development; promoting 

the transfer of technical 

knowledge; or improving 

the production and 

distribution of trading 

goods or provision of 

service delivery 

 

Whether the proposed 

merger has a potential to 

cause substantial 

prevention and lessening 

of competition (SPLC) 

and to promote and 

encourage effective 

competition ultimately in 

order to enhance 

consumer welfare.  

The pro-competitive 

effects of the merger, like 

reduced costs and the 

introduction of new and 

improved products or 

services and introduction 

of new technologies. 

Anti-competitive effects 

which may result in higher 

prices, lower output, 

reduced variety or reduced 

innovation and will 

therefore likely lead to an 

adverse effect on 

consumers and hart 

economic development 

counterfactual scenario 

and  

failing undertaking 

theories 

 

They seem the same but 

they are different since the 

Ethiopian merger 

reviewing organ use the 

market concentration ratio 

(CR) in which is the CR 

result using the to three or 

four or five companies 

summassion in the relevant 

market is 70% and above. 

Ethiopia also uses the 

Herfindahl-Herschman 

Index (HHI) in which 

when the HHI result is 

greater than 25% it is likely 

to cause significant adverse 

effect and the merger is 

prohibited.  

4 Threshol Having significant adverse  Fulfillment of The difference between 
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ds/requir

ements 

for 

notificati

on 

effect on trade 

competition and /or when 

the annual turnover; asset; 

or registered capital of the 

merging companies is 

greater than 30 million 

ETB 

minimum threshold, 

which is COM$50 

million 

 at least one merging 

party operates in two 

or more member states 

(an undertaking 

―operates‖ in a 

member state if it has 

annual turnover or 

value of assets in that 

member state 

exceeding US $5 

million); 

 a target undertaking 

operates in a Member 

State  

 

the merger notification 

thresholds creates a 

great challenge in order 

to leave the jurisdiction 

to the CCC. Leaving 

these large merger 

transactions to the CCC 

in the absence of 

coordination will be 

challenging to the 

national interest of the 

country. On the other 

hand mergers with 

regional dimension but 

not fulfill the minimum 

threshold and other 

requirements will 

subject to multiple 

jurisdiction in the 

region 

5 Notificati

on fee 

Nil or not specified by the 

law 

USD 0.5% or USD 

$500,000 whichever is 

lower of the combined 

annual turnover or 

combined value of assets 

in the Common Market, 

whichever is higher 

Currently, it has no 

problem but the challenge 

is when  

Ethiopia starts charging 

notification fee 

6 Costs of 

merger 

review 

 transportation cost and 

costs of hiring experts for 

consultancy, costs of 

translation of different 

documents into working 

language   

transportation cost and 

costs of hiring experts for 

consultancy, costs of 

translation of different 

documents into working 

language   

These costs will be double 

in case of notification at 

both levels 

7 Time of 

merger 

review 

Total of 25 days in 

intermediate and 45 days 

in case of large merger 

Total of 201 days (120 

days in the first phase and 

30 additional days in the 

second phase) and 51 days 

for pre-notification 

consultation 

Generally, it takes 246 

days unless notified 

simultaneously  

8 Enforcem

ent of 

internatio

nal 

agreemen

ts 

Signature and ratification  So long as the COMESA 

treaty signed and ratified 

the subsequent rules and 

regulations have 

automatic legal force in 

member states 

Ethiopian needs to make 

clear on the legal status of 

accessory treaties which 

enacted for implementation 

of the ratified treaty 

9 Failure to  Nullification of the Nullification of the Where the merging 
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comply merger agreement 

 Fine from 5% up to 

10% of the annual 

turnover of the 

merging undertaking 

 Fine from 5000 up to 

50000 ETB and 

simple imprisonment 

if physical person is 

involved 

merger agreement and 

fine of 10% of annual 

turnover of the 

undertaking 

business organization 

failed to follow the legal 

provision of one of the 

reviewing organ of, of both 

of them they inevitably 

bear the burden of these 

punishments 

10 Differenc

e in 

decisions 

Approval 

Conditional approval 

Special approval 

Prohibition 

 

Approval 

Conditional approval 

Prohibition 

 

From among these 

possibility of decisions it is 

difficult to find the same 

decision from both 

reviewing bodies since 

they review the merger on 

different ground 

 
4.6. Case Studies 

 
In relation to conflict over jurisdiction, there is a case between Ethiopian trade competition and 

consumer protection authority and Ambo mineral water and East African bottling jointly. The 

merger took place in South Africa when SABMiller PLC and SABCO merged to form coca cola 

beverages Africa. SABMiller PLC is a multinational company headquartered in London, 

England and it is a major shareholder in Ambo mineral water. On the other hand coca cola South 

African bottling company (SABCO) absorbed Ambo International Holdings and East African 

Bottling and the two companies become part of it. Due to this when the two big companies, 

SABMiller and SABCO merge together to form coca cola beverages Africa incidentally the two 

companies operating in Ethiopia, Ambo Mineral Water and East African Bottling merged. 

However, they did not file a notification because the merger is already approved by the South 

African competition authority and by COMESA competition commission. Nevertheless, the 

Ethiopian trade competition and consumer protection authority claimed to have a jurisdiction to 

review the merger and accused the companies for illegal merger transactions. Based on the 

Ethiopian trade competition and consumer protection tribunal decided the case against the 

defendants and fine them with 5% of the annual turnover.
78

 However, the decision was reversed 

                                                             
78 Available at https://addisfortune.net/articles/tribunal-declares-coca-ambo-merger-unlawful accessed on December 

16, 2019 

https://addisfortune.net/articles/tribunal-declares-coca-ambo-merger-unlawful
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by the appellate tribunal of the authority and it decided that The COMESA Competition 

Commission have jurisdiction on competition matters with the regional dimension and double 

notification is not required and notification to the COMESA competition Commission is enough 

in that case. However, this decision has no precedent effect and double notification continued till 

now.  

Business organizations, which undertake merger transaction in COMESA region and partially in 

Ethiopia, are bearing the burden of notifying to and being reviewed by both jurisdictions. This 

costs them too much in terms time and money. We have many cases which passed through 

double notification such as JTI versus Ethiopian National Tobacco Enterprise, Total versus 

Maersk Oil; Fairfax Africa Holdings Corporation and Consolidated Infrastructure Group 

Limited; Improchem Proprietary Limited and Clariant Southern Africa‘s Water Treatment 

Business; KKR and Co L P and Unilever N V and Unilever PLC etc. to mention a few
79

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
79 www.comesacompetition.org last accessed on august 27, 2020   

http://www.comesacompetition.org/
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1. CONCLUSION 

Globalization brings states to cooperate in order to protect their national interests and the welfare 

of their people. This need of cooperation created many international organizations in political, 

social, and economic spectrums aiming at ensuring peace and wellbeing of global community, 

which individual states cannot fulfill short of cooperation among themselves. 

These cooperation agreements entail limitation on sovereignty of states. Due to this they become 

effective only when the signing states are willing to respect and act accordingly, since there is no 

global executive, which will implement them. States hesitate to accept and implement 

international agreements due to many reasons. Some of these are a conflict between the 

international treaty and the national law of the signing state and the difficulty of adaptation of 

international treaty to domestic economic, social, and cultural realities. The absence of 

universally accepted way of giving legal force to treaties except the provisions of Art 11 of 

Vienna Convention on laws of treaty, which is not exhaustive; and lack clarity about the status of 

accessory treaties or rules enacted for the implementation of the main treaty. 

When we come to COMESA, it is one of the international economic cooperation organizations, 

which was established in 1994 with the purpose of marking a new stage in the process of 

economic integration and the consolidation of economic co-operation through the 

implementation of common policies and programs aimed at achieving sustainable growth and 

development in eastern and southern African region. It is the successor of Preferential Trade 

Area for Eastern and Southern African States (PTA), which is established in 1981. 

One of the pillars of this regional organization is regulating trade competition and consumer 

protection in the common market area. Based on this the COMESA council established 

COMESA Competition Commission and enacted a rule, COMESA Competition rule and 

COMESA competition regulations in 2004. These rules and regulations deal with merger control 

as one of the concerns of trade competition and consumer.  
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In relation to merger, this rule provides about the jurisdiction of the commission, type and nature 

of notifiable merger transactions, merger notification thresholds, merger notification fees, and 

penalties for non-compliance with the rules. The rule has been amended for several times. 

Concerning the enforcement of these rules and regulations, the COMESA treaty provides under 

Art 5(2) that member states to the common market are duty bound to confer upon the regulations 

of the Council the force of law and the necessary legal effect within their territory. Additionally, 

Art 10(2) of the same treaty provides that the regulations issued by the council of ministers of 

common market are binding on all member states in their entirety.  

Nevertheless, these rules, regulations, and guidelines got no legal force in many member states to 

COMESA. In Ethiopia, also they are not enforceable specifically in relation to merger control. 

The reason for which Ethiopia fails to observe the COMESA competition rules are many. Some 

of which the findings of this research has identified are the ambiguity of the provision of Art 3 of 

the COMESA regulation which provides for the jurisdiction of the CCC. This Article provides 

that the CCC have primary jurisdiction over merger transaction undertaken in the COMESA 

region subject to fulfillment of legal requirements, which are having regional dimension and 

attainment on minimum threshold required by the law. This provision says the CCC has primary 

jurisdiction, which is not clear whether it says exclusive jurisdiction or some kind of jurisdiction, 

which reviews the case primarily and then another bodies, will involve. This caused confusion 

even though it is not legitimate ground and paves a way for member states to maintain their 

jurisdiction irrespective of the fact that the case has regional dimension.  

The other ground for maintaining jurisdiction over merger review on mergers, which have 

regional dimension on the side of Ethiopia is the issue of ratification. Ethiopian laws on 

international agreements say that treaties are enforceable in Ethiopia when they are signed and 

ratified by the house of people‘s representatives. Ethiopia has ratified the COMESA treaty but 

does not ratified merger regulation and rules. However, the treaty provides that states, which 

accept the COMESA treaty, are duty bound to implement the rules and regulations issued by the 

council. Therefore, ratification cannot be a justifiable reason not to accept the rules and 

regulations on merger regulation. 
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There is also no ―one stop shop‖ review system in the COMESA regime. The CCC reviews 

merger based on its own rules and regulation without taking into account the interest of the 

countries in which the merging businesses operate. It is not a participatory system and there is no 

cooperation between the national competition authorities and the CCC. 

The other challenge is a ‗one size fits all‘ approach followed by the rules and regulations of 

COMESA. The rules and regulations are issued for the purpose of enabling the liberalization of 

the economy and enhancing the trade competition and ensuring consumer welfare. However, the 

liberalization and enhancement of the competition do not have the same meaning and content for 

all member states. Because, there is different level of economic development of the countries; 

different concerns of national security interest; different policies in non-competition area but 

directly or indirectly affect the competition regulation and many other concerns. Therefore, the 

design of the rules and regulations should not only focus on the interest of the region but also 

take into account the interest of the member states as much as possible.  

Even though the regulation under Arts Articles 24(8) and 24(9) provide that member states may 

request the CCC to refer the notified merger case where the result of the merger is more likely to 

cause substantial prevention and lessening of competition. This shows that the CCC has 

exclusive jurisdiction on mergers, which have regional dimension. However, this referral process 

is not being applied due to lack cooperation and the member states‘ determination to apply their 

own laws irrespective of the fact that the merger has regional dimension. 

The disintegration between Ethiopian laws and the COMESA competition regulation is one of 

the factors which force the country to lose trust on the CCC. Lack of legal harmony is a 

challenge to the country to accept and apply the CCC standards on merger review or to leave 

cases which have regional dimension to the CCC for review. Therefore, legislative harmony is 

the main requirement to be worked on in the region in general.  

Due to these challenges there are problems of high cost of merger review in which the merger 

notification fee at COMESA level is set at 0.5% or US $500,000 or whichever is lower of the 

combined annual turnover or combined value of assets in the Common Market, whichever is 

higher, while it is not clear on the part of Ethiopia. In addition to this business organizations may 

incur different costs such as transportation cost and costs of hiring experts for consultancy.  
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The other challenge is that the merger review takes about 246 days unless it is made 

simultaneously, which is also double costs if the merger transaction is rejected by one of the 

reviewing bodies. In addition, different decisions may be given from different reviewing bodies 

i.e. approval, rejection, conditional approval.  
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5.2. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Ethiopian TCCPA ignores the jurisdiction of the CCC on the review of merger transactions, 

which have regional dimension on two grounds. These are the ambiguity of Art 3(3) of the 

COMESA competition regulation, which provides that the commission have primary jurisdiction 

over merger and acquisition, which have regional dimension and the ratification requirement of 

international agreements to be enforceable in Ethiopia. However, these grounds are not 

acceptable. Because, interpreting the phrase primary jurisdiction as something less than 

exclusive jurisdiction may violate the very purpose of the formation of COMESA, which is 

established for regulation of economic activities in the region and it also contradict other 

provisions of the regulation itself. Additionally, Articles 24(8) and 24(9) of the COMESA merger 

regulations and sections 5.23 up to 5.30 of the COMESA merger assessment guideline provides 

that a Member State may request the Commission to refer a merger to its competition authority if 

such member state believe that the result of the merger potentially lessen the trade competition in 

its jurisdiction.  This indicates that the CCC has exclusive jurisdiction on merger transactions, 

which have regional dimension, and member states will review such mergers if only the CCC 

refers it to them. 

Concerning the ratification requirement for the enforcement of the regulation Arts 5(2) and 10(2) 

of the COMESA treaty provides that signatory states of the treaty are duty bound to give legal 

force to regulations issued by the COMESA council of ministers within their respective 

jurisdiction. Therefore, since Ethiopia has signed the COMESA treaty the regulations issued for 

the implementation of the treaty are enforceable with no exception. Therefore, the defense on the 

basis of ambiguity of the phrase, primary jurisdiction, and on the ratification requirement of 

regulations is not viable. However, this does not mean that it is appropriate to accept the 

jurisdiction of the CCC as it stands now. We have many defects to be corrected in the design of 

the COMESA rules and regulations and the operation of the CCC along with that of the 

Ethiopian merger control authority. For instance, what constitutes the notifiable merger for the 

CCC is different from that of Ethiopia. There are also differences in the definition of merger, 

jurisdictional claim, grounds of review, notification threshold and notification requirements, 

notification fee, time required for review, and many others as identified in this research.  

One of the ways for overcoming these challenges, which the findings of this research 

recommends is application of ―one stop shop‖ review system and strengthening a referral system 
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from the COMESA to the national competition authority and from national competition authority 

to the CCC. 

In enforcement of ―one stop shop‖ review system the CCC will take into account the interest of 

the member states (Ethiopia) while revieving merger transaction and invite the involvement of 

national competition authority (TCCPA) to forward its openion on the process when it is needed, 

specifically when the national interest of the country is potentially to be affected. A referral 

system can take place in two ways. One is from the COMESA to the national competition 

authority (TCCPA) when it is directly related to and potentially affects trade competition in 

Ethiopia and the other is from national competition authority to CCC when it has regional 

dimension. Accordingly, both jurisdictions will refer the merger review to each other as provided 

under the regulations. This way the problems identified under this research in relat ion to the 

conflict over jurisdiction of merger review between Ethiopian TCCPA and the CCC will be 

solved. 

On the other hand, we have different options in which we deal with merger regulation in regional 

system. These options are (catch-all approach) in which merger is reviewed at both regional and 

national, (CCC and (dissenting NCAs only): reviewed by CCC and applied in non-dissenting 

member states; and true ‗one-stop shop. Currently, Ethiopia is following a ―catch all‖ approach 

in which merger transaction, which have regional dimension, is being reviewed at both levels, 

which is very costly to the merging parties. Therefore, it would be better if the CCC introduce 

the CCC and the dissenting NCA only approach until it is possible to introduce the true one stop 

shop approach. 
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